When applying for only the IESL program at Michigan Technological University:

1. Set up an account: Create a user name and pin. The **pin** must be at least 6 numbers.

2. Choose **International Undergraduate Application for Admission: First-Year or Transfer Students** as highlighted below.
3. Fill out the information on the following pages.
   a. **Admission Term**: This is the semester you wish to begin
   b. **First/Given Name**: This is your given name. Enter it the same as in your PASSPORT
   c. **Last/Family Name/Surname**: Your family name as it is in your PASSPORT

4. You will come to the following page.
   a. Click on **Planned Course of Study** to choose ESL for studying as shown in 5.
5. **Planned Course of Study:** Choose Sciences & Arts, General
   
a. **Area of Interest/Intended Major:** Type ESL

6. If you have any other questions, please email hlideerin@mtu.edu or jlrice@mtu.edu.